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British World. Bronwen Walter’s essay on her interesting research on Irish women in 
Newfoundland and New Zealand is a welcome corrective to much research that has, 
usually from pragmatic necessity, focused on one region or nation state. This essay, 
and Karly Kehoe’s on Irish Catholic nuns travelling to Scotland and Canada, takes up 
Kevin Kenny’s 2003 call for more comparative studies. As a geographer, Walter also 
uses place and space as important drivers of analysis. Religion is a major focus of 
many essays in the collection overall, and MacPherson brings in a welcome analysis of 
Orange women in Canada. His research is important in that he argues not only for the 
importance of women in the Orange Order, but also the importance of a sense of Irish 
identity far later than previous scholars have admitted. 

This section nonetheless does demonstrate one of the negative aspects of assembling 
a collection based on one symposium. While the essays present scholarship that 
advances our knowledge of women in the regions studied, these cannot represent the 
breadth of current scholarship on Irish women in the diaspora. A glaring omission in 
this section is its lack of chapters on Irish women in Australia and South Africa. In 
the case of Australia, while there are scattered references in the essays of Hickman 
and Daly to the 1995 publications of David Fitzpatrick, it is a pity that there were no 
speakers at the initial symposium who could present on current scholarship about Irish 
women in the nineteenth-century Australian colonies or on more recent Irish women’s 
migration to Australia. 

Although its coverage is not even (in many ways such evenness would be a difficult 
task) this is an important collection. It gathers together general overviews of the 
historiography and theory of Irish women and the diaspora, and presents intriguing 
case studies and new research. The spread of disciplines—history, sociology and 
geography—allows for productive conversations within and between the essays 
collected here. This book will certainly be an essential reference for scholars working 
on the Irish diaspora from now on. 

DIANNE HALL              Victoria University, Melbourne

miriam nyhan Grey (ed.), Ireland’s Allies: America and the 1916 Easter Rising, 
Dublin: University College Dublin Press, 2016, 480pp. €40. ISBN: 978191082013. 

Miriam Nyhan Grey provides a thorough and beautiful volume in Ireland’s Allies: 
America and the 1916 Easter Rising. Bringing together leading academics such as 
J. J. Lee, Marion R. Casey, and David Brundage, with emerging scholars, this edited 
collection seeks to provide new perspectives on the Easter Rising and the role of the 
Irish diaspora therein. While the book title promises a collection on the whole of the 
United States, this is a book about the Easter Rising and New York City. Once a reader 
has adapted to that expectation, this collection can be read as a study of New York’s 
‘revolutionary generation’ and their transnational interactions with the leading figures 
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of the Easter Rising – as an American contrast to Roy Foster’s esteemed Vivid Faces. 
This collection is based upon the Easter Rising commemorations held by Glucksman 
Ireland House, New York University. These author interactions can be seen in the 
complementary subject matter within the collection, expertly edited by Nyhan Grey 
throughout the volume’s twenty-four chapters.

Ireland’s Allies provides an overview of the influential figures of later nineteenth 
and early twentieth century Irish and Irish-American history, acting as a series of mini-
biographies for scholars interested in understanding the personal and professional 
networks of Irish political and cultural nationalists abroad. Fourteen of the collection’s 
chapters focus on individuals and the Irish, German and American spheres that they 
lived within. J. J. Lee, Miriam Nyhan Grey and Francis M. Carroll present the reader 
with a foundational knowledge of Irish nationalism in the United States, introducing 
the position of New York’s Irish community leaders at the time of John Redmond’s 
Woodbridge speech. 

Marion R. Casey’s chapter on composer Victor Herbert provides a vivid case 
study of a member of the cultural elite struggling with his identity and international 
allegiances. Herbert was raised in England by his Irish mother and grandfather, moving 
to Germany aged seven with his mother and German step-father, and then to New 
York as an adult. Herbert, an Irish-American raised in Germany, provides a useful 
case study of immigrant agency in adopting and promoting different ethnic identities. 
This weighing of immigrant priorities is also explored in Casey and Ed Shevlin’s later 
chapter on John Kilgannon, a native of Far Rockaway, New York, who attended Patrick 
Pearse’s St Enda’s School and found himself exclaiming “Holy gee!” on arriving at the 
GPO on Easter Monday 1916 (p. 310). These chapters complement others, by Gerard 
MacAtasney, Lucy McDiarmid, Emmet O’Connor, Úna Ní Bhroiméil, and Patrick 
M. Sweeney, in examining the fluidity of identity and evolving interactions with Irish 
nationalist politics. 

The Irish leaders of the Easter Rising are principally engaged with through the 
American lecture tours that they embarked upon. Joseph McGarrity and John Devoy 
acted as American organisers for their Irish visitors and, along with Dr Gertrude Kelly, 
Judge Cohalan and John Quinn, provided references and domestic connections for 
Patrick Pearse’s St Enda’s fundraising tour, Tom Clarke, Jim Larkin, Roger Casement, 
Mary Jane O’Donovan Rossa, and Francis Sheehy Skeffington. The chapter on Joseph 
McGarrity illustrates the human side of the Easter Rising leaders, particularly ‘Blackbird’ 
(Roger Casement) and, followed up by Maura Anand in an individual chapter, Patrick 
Pearse. This collection’s variety of contributors takes into account the involvement 
of multiple generations in nationalist activities within New York and Ireland, and the 
ways in which access could be gained to existing international networks.

The local contexts of New York City’s Irish communities are examined by Robert 
Schmuhl, Kate Feighery, Nicholas M. Wolf, Mary C. Kelly, and John T. Ridge, 
taking into account religious, language, and associational priorities. The community 
relationships between Irish and Germans in New York City are explored by R. Bryan 
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Willits and Lucy McDiarmid. The former examines the connections between the 
Germans and Irish nationalists in New York City, most clearly through the German 
Information Service and the New Yorker Staats Zeitung, while McDiarmid uses Roger 
Casement to explore the diplomatic opportunities for collaboration within New York. 
Thomas J. Rowland’s chapter focuses on the Irish-American Catholic press and their 
reactions to the Easter Rising. Rowland provides an insight into the tensions that existed 
between German and Irish Catholics within the United States, expanding his focus to 
incorporate local Catholic newspapers in San Francisco and elsewhere. Inter-ethnic 
tension is explored at other points in the collection, as seen in both the allegiances that 
formed in support of the Easter Rising and the resentments which continued to grow 
and spilled over on America’s entrance into the First World War.

Patricia Keefe Durso’s penultimate chapter covers the connections between 
suffrage movements within Ireland and America, and the impact that they had on the 
peace summits of 1919. David Brundage’s final chapter explores the international 
repercussions of the Easter Rising on anti-colonial nationalists, through Indian and 
African nationalists living in New York City. These chapters therefore extend the 
story of the Easter Rising beyond the confines of local and immediate reactions. The 
influences of New York on Irish politics is therefore examined, as are the influences of 
Ireland on New York community life.

Ireland’s Allies presents varied perspectives on the Easter Rising and how it was 
understood and re-evaluated by the inhabitants of New York City in the aftermath 
of General John Maxwell’s order to execute its leaders. The collection complements 
the wide-ranging literature which emerged in Ireland during the centenary year, 
incorporating a small number of New York City’s Irish community influencers. This 
book provides an interesting discussion on ideas of state and community neutrality in 
the time of war, and the decision of contributors to use short biographical pieces, to 
explore themes of identity, networks, and transnationalism, also makes this collection 
a useful body of work for scholars of ethnic identity formation and Irish nationalism.

SOPHIE COOPER          University of Edinburgh

ivan GiBBons, The British Labour Party and the Establishment of the Irish Free State, 
1918–1924, Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire and New York, NY: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2015, 272pp. £60. ISBN 978–1137444066.

The British Labour Party has been actively involved in Irish affairs in the twentieth 
century. This involvement has seen chaos, restraint and reconciliation at varying 
junctures. Labour has played a vital part in some of the key chapters of the Irish story, 
from putting troops on the streets of Northern Ireland in 1969 to orchestrating a peaceful 
settlement to the Troubles at the century’s end. In Britain, Labour has represented urban 
working-class communities with large Irish contingents, a factor of varying emphasis 
during the fluctuations of Anglo-Irish relations in the twentieth century. The British 


